Potential Additions to
The Retirement Savings Lost and Found Act of 2018
The Retirement Savings Lost and Found Act of 2018, introduced by Senators Elizabeth Warren
and Steve Daines, would establish a set of rules that a plan administrator should follow when a
participant or beneficiary is missing or unresponsive. The American Benefits Council believes
strongly in the need for comprehensive guidance on plan fiduciary responsibilities with respect
to missing participants.
The bill would create a registry intended to help individuals locate the administrator of any
plan in which the person is a participant or beneficiary. The provision would modify Form
8955-SSA reporting for terminated deferred vested participants and for participants whose
benefits are cashed-out to populate this new registry.
The safe harbor provisions in the bill with respect to required minimum distributions and
fiduciary obligations are a very important step forward. The Council believes that a few minor
changes or additions to the bill would further help facilitate reuniting missing plan participants
with their retirement benefits. Following is a brief summary of these recommended
changes/additions.


The bill currently creates a registry that would be a tool for participants trying to find
their retirement benefits. The Council recommends giving employers a mechanism to
access or review the registry and to correct errors and reflect when a participant has
been paid out. In addition, we suggest considering the extent to which tools can be
provided to plans, who will be more active in locating participants than a passive
registry. Many previous tools (e.g. SSA letter forwarding) have been discontinued.



While we commend the bill’s increase in the amount of benefits that could be
immediately distributed upon termination of employment, this limit has not been
updated for more than 20 years. The Council encourages changes to the bill that would
further increase the limit to fully reflect inflation over that time.



Council members are comfortable with the current investment for small accounts
transferred to an IRA, because a principal preservation investment may be best suited
for these amounts. Target date funds are a very appropriate default investment in-plan,
and commonly used by Council members in their own plans, but we agree with DOL’s
response to GAO that a target date fund, which has short-term volatility, adds
investment management fees, and will not be overseen by a fiduciary, may not be an

appropriate investment for these small transferred IRA assets. However, target date
funds may be appropriate for larger amounts.


The Council recommends clarifying when the safe harbor requirements apply with
respect to participants whose addresses appear to be correct in the plan’s records but
fail to cash their checks; these participants are generally considered “unresponsive,” not
necessarily “missing”. Without clarification, it appears unclear whether the participant
would be considered missing since the employer may have the participant’s current
address. We suggest the bill clarify when a fiduciary should begin the safe harbor steps
with respect to a participant who simply failed to cash a check.



Similarly, the bill provides that the liability protection of the safe harbor does not apply
when the plan has “actual knowledge” of the whereabouts of the individual. In many
cases, the participant’s location is known, but the participant simply does not respond.
In this situation, the plan is not in control and should not lose the safe harbor.



Providing options to settle larger benefit obligations for missing participants in ongoing
plans would be a helpful addition to the legislation. The legislation could restate that
plans are permitted to forfeit and then reinstate the benefits of missing participants who
later return. The legislation could also allow ongoing plans to send benefits for missing
participants to the PBGC. The Council recommends that any options for settling benefit
obligations, including small benefit amounts, be made optional.



The Council requests clarification of whether the legislation applies to small plans such
as SIMPLE IRA plans that are not subject to ERISA or those generally exempt from
current reporting rules.



The Council recommends that the legislation specify that PBGC premiums are reduced
by the amount that would have been paid in premiums for the missing participants for
any premium payment period following a diligent search for the missing participants.



Plan sponsors consider the effectiveness of a method of contact as a primary factor they
should take into account and has found that sometimes certified mail is not as effective
as regular mail, particularly if the certified mail has to be signed for. The Council
recommends eliminating the requirement that the notice sent to the participant’s last
known address be sent by certified mail rather than regular mail.



The Council recommends that the effective date of the bill be extended to a date that
would permit effective implementation.



The Council encourages the addition of language in the bill which would facilitate
strategies to improve cooperation and consistency among agencies with regulatory
authority for missing and unresponsive participants and integrating private sector and
government solutions to the problems identified by your legislation.

